B. H. Tennis court, the school, taken from the roof of the quarters.

Thurston Track.

The house, from the quarters.
Tropical growth

On the back landing to Keelpennyah

Howard creek
Shuck vegetation on the banks of the Howard

The blue water hole

After the wily buffalo—Sutherland & Finlayson

The Howard again.
At the quarantine station landing

On the verandah

One on the reef looking towards Darwin
The "Two Sisters" Lagoon

Salt water creeks at low tide.
Nakie Comolera

Let's all be boys together

More and the crowds
Natives dancing

Yarn made by the yard

... deserve the fair

Little bush maid
The hunters return
of two –

find an ant hill

and get stuck in Scrubby scrub.
The Esplanade

The Mawella passing the quarters

The harbour

From the front entrance
Laiwan baths - from the sea.

And from the beach.

Narrabeen beach.

and from the baths.
After the wash - C. Edwards & Edwards & Johns

The hunters return.

Chin Jack's lunch

At the blue water hole.
A cool spot on a hot day.

In the jungle - R. Edwards.

Wading through Crocodile Creek.

Four little water babies.
"Koolgangah" Homestead

B A I quarters

The Govt. offices from the quarters roof.

The Kitchen.
In Banker’s jungle

Banker’s jungle camp

At the “Two-Sisters”

The Howard during the dry season.
The Esplanade

The quarters again

The wharf - Darwin

Looking down on the baths from the cliff.
All the Ironstone Lagos.
Evan Herbert.

More water lilies.

H.M.S.S. Sydney leaving Darwin.

Reflections.
Burke & "Jiger."

A few of my boy pals.

- and lady friends -

Have a corroboree!
A Staff pet!

"Face!"

By train to the Adelaide Race 1925

My room in quark's
The quarters from the esplanade.

"Lovers" drive.

Another view of the wharf.

The wharf at low tide.